ever, recent experiments on the associated lepton production, such as dimuon production by high energy neutrino 4 l and also p.-e production 5 l by electron-positron colliding, are widely accepted to necessitate another origin for these processes even if a part of them are ascribed to the charm.
In this short note, however, we shall present a possibility of understanding them in terms of the charmed particle. The points are as follows : There are three charmed mesons L+ (p'n), L 0 (p'p) and M+ (p'J..)6l which contains one charmed urbaryon as its constituent in the quartet scheme and the main channel (with the angle factor cos 2 Be) of nonleptonic decay of L± is forbidden by the selection rule7l ,Bl which we have proposed to be promising in the nonleptonic decay of the usual hadron. Hence the decay fraction of L± into K 0 +l +vz or K 0 +l +liz is considerable and might amount to a major one as is informed from our tentative calculation previousely performed.9l Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. For the latter process, the pair production of charmed constituent is inevitable with the strong interaction*) which is indicated by 0 in the figures, and we expect as a main source for this process a production and subsequent decay of L-meson. For dimuon production there may be still the contributions from charmed baryons as well as other charmed mesons like L 0 and Me", but for p.--p.-they work possibly with a small decay fraction.
As to the relative yield of both dimuon processes, p.--p.+ process contains the angle factor sin 8 and p.--If." has cos f) for the contact vertex with the incident neutrino, while for the latter another reduction factor will act due to charm pair production because of its higher mass. Hence the precise argument is difficult, but the experimental relative yield may be explained and we also expect the increase of the relative yield of 2p.-with increasing incident v tt energy. If we require the above selection rule also for *l We thank T. Yanagida for the discussion of this point. baryon decays, the semileptonic processes of the charmed baryons may be comparable with the nonleptonic ones so that the source of /1+ /1+ event in .P ttN process may well be ascribed to the charmed baryon decay. ii) 11-e production by e+ -e-collision: The pair productions of charged charmed meson are expected, among which L± is responsible for the phenomena and also for the so-called energy crises.w We also expect rJ t<tt = rJ ee = 1/2 · rJ tte similarly to the case of pair production of heavy lepton. iii) K/n ratio in e+ -e-collision: The production of charged charmed meson (Lc or Me) will dominate over that of charmed baryons 12 Le and Me, the ratio of K-to n-meson may be not so large and be consistent with the experimental observation. 13 l iv) Cosmic ray experiment: Niu and his collaborators have recently summarized the ¥-particles data and shown some difference in lifetime to exist between charged and neutral particles. 14 l The features may also be ascribed to the existence of Lc meson which has possibly a longer lifetime than that of other charm particles. The charmed baryon, if associated, still does not largely alter the above situation also because of Lln,=O rule.
In concluding the argument we should like to make a further comment on the threshold behaviour of charm particle production. The constituent in the hadron retains its identity and takes part still in the high energy reaction of hadron. 15 l Accordingly the threshold energy for charmed particle production might have to be settled not in the system of hadron as a whole but in the system of individual constituent. Then the yield will be more favourable to J!-hadron and to r-hadron reactions than to hadronhadron ones, because the momentum carried by constituent should be reduced to one-half or one-third of that carried hadron. A detailed analysis will be given elsewhere. 14) K. Hoshino, S. Kuramata, K. Niu One year has past since the great discovery of J 1</J (3095)'l and <jJ (3684). 2 ) During the year, the SLAC-LBL group has reported a huge and broad enhancement3J of the cross section for e+ e-annihilation into hadrons at 4.1 Ge V and another broad peak 4 l at 4.4 Ge V. Very lately, it has also been reported 5 l that there exists one more broad peak at 3.95 Ge V. The same latest data 5 l seem to indicate that the enhancement at 4.1 Ge V may split into two peaks at about 4.05 and 4.10 GeV.
In this short note, we shall make a few (hopefully nontrivial) comments on these new structures (which we call <jJ (3. In this "standard" charmonium picture, no dramatic structure has been expected beyond the 3 3 S 1 enhancement. Since <jJ ( 4.4) was reported, one of many charmonium working groups, the group of Eichten et al., 8 l has suggested that </J(4.4) be a 3 D 1 state which appears due to strong S-D mixing. However, the reported <jJ (3.95) and the possible splitting of the enchancement at 4.1 GeV, if confirmed, would make it difficult to keep this interpretation of <jJ ( 4.4) because of apparent lack of available states for <jJ (3.95) , <jJ (4.05) and <jJ (4.10) 
